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1 INTRODUCTION  

Coastal areas around the world are highly populated and intensively used. Their proper management is of 
vital importance and there is an increasing need to monitor such environments. Regarding marine meas-
urements a distinction can be made between in-situ and remote sensing techniques. Conventional in-situ 
instruments such as tide gauges, wave buoys or stationary ADCPs present reliable accuracies but are usu-
ally limited in spatial coverage due to high costs and time-consuming deployments. Remote sensing ob-
servations can cover larger areas and land based systems such as high frequency (HF) radars are installed 
and maintained at comparatively low cost. In this respect HF radar systems have considerable advantages 
over in-situ measurements. The accuracy of remote observations does however still not match the quality 
of in- situ measurements. HF radar transmits electromagnetic (EM) waves in the frequency band between 
3-30MHz. The EM wave is reflected by the roughness of the sea surface. The backscattered signal con-
tains information of ocean surface currents and wave heights. In Gurgel et al. (1999), details of the prin-
ciple of HF radar are given. 

Nowadays, HF radars are gaining popularity. They have been deployed in a wide range of coastal envi-
ronments and provide real time current and wave data over large areas. The data has been used among 
others to calibrate and validate models (Mau et al. 2007), analyze the spatial and temporal characteristics 
of surface currents (Cosoli et al., 2012), study the error of radar measured surface currents (Hubbard et al. 
2013), or to assimilate real time data into models for marine forecasts (Yu et al., 2012). The application of 
such systems for early warning of tsunamis is also gaining ground (Lipa et al., 2006). 

In the framework of the SPLASH project, a cooperation between the Research and Technology Centre 
Westcoast and the Yantai Institute of Coastal Zone Research, a WERA system manufactured by Helzel 
Messtechnik was deployed (Helzel et al., 2006). The system comprises of antenna arrays installed at two 
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ABSTRACT: A land based high frequency (HF) radar system was installed at the coast of the Yellow 
Sea, about 35 km east of the city of Yantai in China. The system measures surface currents and waves op-
erationally since July 2013. The HF radar is part of a nowcasting modeling system currently under devel-
opment for the north coast of the Shandong Peninsula. The data has been used to improve the understand-
ing of the hydrodynamic processes and for calibration and validation of a coupled flow and wave model. 
From July 23 to September 10, 2013, a bottom-mounted ADCP was deployed within the coverage area 
for assessing the accuracy of the radar. Comparisons between the current velocities measured by the two 
instruments showed good agreement. The analysis of the radar data helped to identify the relevant pro-
cesses responsible for the characteristic current patterns within the area of interest. Spectral analysis of 
the surface current velocities and local wind data showed that tides and large scale circulations within the 
Bohai Sea and Yellow Sea are the dominating driving forces of the local surface currents in the area. 
Harmonic analysis was performed to characterize the tidal currents in the region. Low pass filtering re-
vealed the presence of a longshore current of low frequency. A detail description of the applied methods 
and filtering techniques is presented. 
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3 ASSESSMENT OF THE ACCURACY OF THE HF RADAR 

The surface currents observed by the HF radar were compared to the measurements from the bottom 
mounted upwards looking ADCP. Both devices measure current velocities however in different spatial 
and temporal domains. The radar data at one grid point represents an average over the horizontal grid cell, 
while the ADCP measures currents at a point location averaged over several vertical layers. Due to side 
lobe effects there is considerable noise in the ADCP data close to the free surface. Therefore in this study 
values at a layer located 1.5 m below the sea surface were used. 

Figure 2 shows time series of the comparisons of the east and north components measured by the two 
instruments. Generally both components of the radar follow the trend of the ADCP measurements, while 
in the second half of the measuring period the east component shows a better agreement. The agreement 
was quantified by means of root mean square deviation (RMSD) and correlation coefficients between the 
time series measured by the instruments. The results are summarized in Table 1. To eliminate the influ-
ence of local variability, low pass filters were used to remove higher frequency currents before repeating 
the assessments. Cutoff frequencies of 3, 25 and 48 hours were chosen. The main tidal frequencies in the 
area are semidiurnal and diurnal. Removing frequencies below 25 hours therefore means filtering out ma-
jor tidal currents. 

In general, there is better agreement in terms of the east component (U) than for the north component 
(V). Only for the cut-off of 48h the correlation is lower for the east component (U). RMSD values de-
crease with increasing cut-off frequency values. That means that for short variations of the surface cur-
rents the discrepancies between the two devices are higher while for longer term trends there is good 
agreement. The RMSD values resulted always below 10 cm/s. The correlation of north component of 
long-period current is up to 0.84 if the locally dynamic current is removed. 

The discrepancies between the measured values might be related to the generally low magnitude of the 
currents (below 0.3 m/s) and the different spatial and temporal averaging schemes. Other sources of un-
certainty are surface waves and athmospheric effects. Figure 2 shows that the differences change in time 
which is an indication of the influence of variable wave conditions and air characteristics. The sampling 
frequency of the ADCP is 0.05 Hz and orbital velocities of higher frequency wind waves can induce noise 
to the currents measured close to the sea surface. On the side of the radar the accuracy is affected by re-
flections at the ionosphere which increases the background noise and by increased air humidity which dis-
turbs the transmitted and echoed signal (Helzel et al., 2010). Still there is good agreement between the 
measurements in certain bands of frequency. Therefore we think that the HF radar can provide reasonable 
free surface currents and it is useful to investigate the main features of the currents over large areas. 
 
Table 1. Overview of the discrepancies between free surface currents measured by the two instruments 

Scheme 
U (east) V (north) 

Correlation RMSD [m/s] Correlation RMSD [m/s] 

Raw data 0.69 0.08 0.45 0.09 

Cut-off 3h 0.76 0.06 0.49 0.09 
Cut-off 25h 

Cut-off 48 h 

0.80 

0.65  

0.04 

0.029 

0.55 

0.84 

0.06 

0.04 

4 METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

The currents in the area are induced primarily by tides, earth rotation, winds and sea water density distri-
bution. Currents are also driven by large scale currents outside the observed area. To distinguish the dif-
ferent influences of these forces spectrum analysis was performed. As ocean circulations move within the 
rotating earth system, instead of component spectrum analysis, rotary spectrum analysis was used (Gonel-
la, 1972). In rotary spectrum analysis the power density is resolved with respect to the angular velocity of 
the current vectors. By definition counterclockwise rotation is positive while clockwise rotation is denot-
ed by negative values. Harmonic analysis of tidal currents was also carried out. As a result of harmonic 
analysis tidal ellipses, consisting of major axis, minor axis and orientation, were determined for the main 
tidal constituents. The analysis was only performed for data with a signal to noise ratio above one. The 
frequency of inertial currents in the area (37.8°N) results equal to 1.26 cpd (circle per day). 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

Results of the investigation of the effectiveness of the land based HF radar for measurement of free sur-
face current velocities near Yantai in China are presented. The discrepancies in terms of RMSD values 
between the HF radar and ADCP resulted below 0.1m/s. The general variation of tidal currents and longer 
term trends, as recorded by the ADCP, were also detected by the radar even though there are periods of 
considerable deviation. The discrepancies between the current records from the two instruments might be 
related to the different spatial and temporal integration. Other sources might be related to the difficulty in 
removing the influence of electronic noise from the HF radar data and wave orbital velocities from the 
ADCP data. The radar data was used to obtain the main patterns of current velocity in the area. Different 
techniques were adopted to improve the understanding about the characteristic patterns of surface cur-
rents. Spectrum, harmonic and correlation analysis lead to the identification of the main features. Within 
the period of analysis from July to August, 2013, a low frequency (quasi constant) current with magni-
tudes of up to about 0.2 m/s flowing alongshore was identified. The currents are considered to be a part of 
a large-scale density induced circulation between the Bohai Sea and Yellow Sea. It was found that tidal 
and longshore currents are of similar magnitude and the energy from diurnal components is approximate-
ly twice the one from semi-diurnal currents. The local wind can bring noticeable effect on the currents, 
especially in places where the low frequency current is weak. The findings are in good agreement with 
previous studies and the applicability of the HF radar was confirmed. Additional analyses of the local cur-
rent patterns are currently underway. The data, in quasi-real time, is being used for the development of 
flow and wave models and being integrated within a nowcasting modeling system covering parts of the 
Shandong Peninsula.   
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